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Every election is significant in its own
place and time, but few elections gain more
than passing mention in the pages of history.
The 1985 Virginia statewide election will
almost certainly be one of the long-remembered few. Not only did voters elect the first
black and the first woman to statewide office,
but also they si aBed the political moderation of their state and the emergence of
Virginia as a leader in the New South. And
while the political rulebook in the Old Dominion has not been thrown away, it has
clearly been revised, and both parties and all
future candidates must take note. The irony
is that such a dramatic, history-making election failed to engage the voters; the 1985
election witnessed one of the lowest turnouts
in recent years.

GENERAL ELECTION RESULTS
Election Day 1985 brought Democrats
their second consecutive sweep of the three
statewide offices. Gerald Baliles won the
governorship over his Republican opponent
Wyatt Durrette with 55.2 percent of the vote.
That was an even larger proportion than
Charles Robb's 53.5 percent in 1981 (though
slightly less than Republican John Dalton's
1977 victory margin of 55.9 percent). Baliles
swept 68 of 95 counties and 31 of 41 cities,

and he carried all ten congressional districts. l
Only in the traditionally Republican Piedmont Seventh and Richmond-area Third districts was the gubernatorial contest reasonably close. Baliles' sizeable triumph was built
mainly on large margins in Tidewater, Northern Virginia, and the far Southwest.
Douglas Wilder beat Republican John Chichester to win the lieutenant governorship in
a much closer contest. He secured 51.8 percent of the vote, and carried 48 of 95 counties
and 25 of 41 cities. Seven of the ten congressional districts gave Wilder a majority;
the Democrat lost only the Piedmont Seventh, the Southside Fifth, and his home
district, the Richmond-area Third. Mary Sue

1 Baliles was the first gubernatorial candidate since Democrat
Albertis s. Harrison in 1961 to carry all ten congressional districts.

Terry attracted the broadest electoral coalition of all in her successful bid for the attorney
general's seat over Republican candidate William "Buster" O'Brien. Her 61.4 percent statewide vote enabled her to add all but 6 counties
and 4 cities to her column. Not only did she
carry all ten congressional districts, but she
received 60 percent or more of the vote in
all but one of them (the Piedmont Seventh).
The Democrats built their victories on
strong support from the young, from blacks,
and to a lesser degree, from women. Those
under the age of 40 were especially likely to
have backed the Democrats, with their elders
tilting relatively more toward the GOP. Just
a year earlier, younger voters had fueled
Ronald Reagan's landslide presidential reelection in Virginia; those aged 18-24 had
given Reagan his largest lead of any age
group.

CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
February 4, 12, and 20: Social Studies teachers are invited to pick one of these
dates to attend a I-day Legislative Seminar at the General Assembly in
Richmond. These seminars, sponsored by the Teacher Resource Service at the
Institute of Government, will increase educators' knowledge of Virginia government
and the political process. Each seminar will include meetings with General Assembly
members, briefings by legislative staff and lobbyists, an introduction to the Office
of Legislative Services, and time to attend committee hearings.
The registration fee is $5.00, and space in each seminar is limited. For more
information, call Melanie Biermann at the Teacher Resource Service in Charlottesville, (804) 924-0955.

February 27-28: Regional Seminar for Locally Elected Treasurers, to be
held at the Charlottesville Omni Hotel (formerly the Radisson); sponsored by the
Treasurers' Association of Virginia. Seminars will also be held in Blacksburg on
March 6-7 and in Williamsburg on March 13-14. To register or get more
information, contact Alfred Anderson, Treasurer, Roanoke County, P.O. Box 3700,
Roanoke, VA 24015; phone (703) 387-6089.
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Blacks voted overwhelmingly Democratic
(as will be discussed shortly), but the white
vote was more split and less Republican than
usual. No Democratic nominee for governor,
U.S. senator, or president since 1965 has
received a majority of the white vote in
Virginia, and 1985 proved to be no exception.
Nevertheless, Baliles' 48 percent showing
among whites was the highest in the two
decades since 1965, better even than Robb's
46 percent share in 1981. While Wilder lost
white votes by a sizeable margin (44 percent
for Wilder to 56 percent for Chichester), his
proportion of the white vote, in and of itself,
was no small achievement for the first majorparty black statewide candidate in Virginia's
history. Nearly three of every four votes (74
percent) that Wilder received on election day
were cast by whites. Of the three Democrats,
only Terry won a majority of the white vote
(55 percent). The only other Democratic
candidate for attorney general (or lieutenant
governor) to win a white vote majority since
1966 was Andrew P. Miller, in his 1973
reelection landslide.
Women were slightly more likely to vote
Democratic in 1985, but the surprise is how
small the so-called "gender gap" was. In the
governor's race women voted more Democratic than men by only about 3 percentage
points, and there was no difference at all
between the sexes in the lieutenant governor's
contest. Even in the election for attorney
general, which featured a major-party woman
candidate-only Virginia's third for statewide
office in history-women voted more Democratic than men by just 2 percentage points. 2
This compares with a 9 percentage point gap
between the sexes in the 1984 presidential
contest in Virginia, a 7 percent difference in
the 1984 U.S. Senate race, and a 6 percent
spread in the 1982 U.S. Senate election. (In
each case women voted more Democratic
than men.) At least in one state, the "gender
gap" in 1985 was less of a chasm and more
of a crevice.

TICKET-SPLITTING IN 19-85
Even though 1985 resembled 1981 in its
Democratic sweep, the margins of Democratic victory varied much more widely
among the three candidates in 1985 than four
years earlier. This resulted from an increase
in ticket-splitting. Whereas in 1981 only 22.8
percent of all localities split their tickets (i.e.,
voted for at least one Democrat and at least
one Republican), in 1985 39.0 percent of all
localities did so. In the perspective of recent
Virginia history, however, ticket-splitting was

still relatively infrequent; in 1977,55.9 percent
of all localities split their tickets, and in 1973
fully 85.1 percent did so.
Statewide, nearly a quarter (23 percent) of
all voters split their tickets, while almost half
(47 percent) voted straight Democratic and
close to a third (30 percent) voted straight
Republican. Ticket-splitters were concentrated more heavily in normally GOP territory, thanks mainly to the cross-party appeal of Mary Sue Terry. The traditionally
party-oriented Southwest area was more inclined than any other region to vote a straight
party ticket in 1985 (in this case, for the
Democrats). Younger voters (49 years and
under) were slightly more likely to vote split
tickets than their elders.
The major distinctions of those who voted
split tickets are ones of sex and race, interestingly. Women and whites were much more
inclined to split their tickets than men and
blacks. Men cast proportionately more
straight-party votes for both parties. Only 14
percent of blacks voted for even one Republican, and just 3 percent voted straight Republican.
The 1985 ticket-splitter, then, was most
likely to be a younger white woman. Ticketsplitters also were heavily concentrated
among Durrette supporters. While 39 percent
of the Durrette voters also voted for at least
one Democrat, just 18 percent of the Baliles
backers strayed from the party fold.
Most of the ticket-splitting benefitted Republican Chichester and Democrat Terry, of
course. But even there, the patterns are intriguing and not always clearcut. A comparison of the votes for governor and lieutenant
governor shows that about 7 percent of the
voters backed Baliles (D) and Chichester (R),
while 3 percent supported Durrette (R) and
Wilder (D). A comparison of the votes for
governor and attorney general shows that
about 5 percent of the voters cast a ballot
for Baliles (D) and O'Brien (R), while 11
percent chose Durrette (R) and Terry (D).
Overall, of those who voted for Baliles, 87
percent also voted for Wilder and 92 percent
for Terry, his two Democratic ticketmates.
On the Republican side, 90 percent of all
Durrette voters also backed Chichester, but
only 75 percent cast a ballot for O'Brien.
Thus, a slightly larger percentage of Baliles
voters (13 percent) than Durrette voters (10
percent) defected to the other party in the
lieutenant governor's contest, while a much
larger proportion of Durrette voters (25 percent) than Baliles voters (8 percent) defected
in the attorney general's race.

THE URBAN VOTE
2 The other two female candidates for statewide office were Hazel
K. Barger, the Republican nominee for lieutenant governor in
1961; and Edythe C. Harrison, the Democratic nominee for U.S.
senator in 1984.

In 1985 the suburbs produced a majority
for a Democrat in a governor's race for the
first time since 1961. Even Charles Robb had
narrowly failed to carry the suburbs in 1981,

but. G~rald Baliles secured a slim 51.5 percent
maJonty there. Mary Sue Terry easily won
the suburban centers with 58.6 percent-a
proportion not far off her statewide pace. (Of
all statewide and national Democratic candidates since 1968, Terry's suburban majority
is second only to Andrew P. Miller's suburban
landslide in his 1973 reelection as attorney
general.) Of the three Democrats, only
Douglas Wilder lost the suburbs, but by a
remarkably narrow margin of 48.8 percent
to 51.2 percent. While the suburbs showed
a trend toward voting Democratic in 1985,
their GOP vote was still proportionately
greater than in any other demographic division. Thus, the Democrats were aided, and
the Republicans hurt, by the diminution of
turnout in the suburbs. Statewide, the suburbs
provided just 47.5 percent of the 1985 turnout,
as compared to 1984, when the suburbs
comprised 49.3 percent of the total statewide
vote. This suburban decline in the proportion
of the statewide vote was the first recorded
since 1977.
The central city vote, by contrast, was 17.1
percent of the statewide total (up from 16.8
percent in 1984), and this trend also favored
the Democrats. Democrats swept these localities, as usual, but with even larger than
usual margins: Baliles with 66.2 percent,
Wilder with 64.4 percent, and Terry with 71.3
percent. Rural Virginia joined hands with its
urban neighbors in backing Democrats in
1985. Even Wilder narrowly won rural localities (with 50.3 percent), while Baliles and
Terry secured majorities closely paralleling
their statewide totals. Wilder's winning coalition was the rare one of ruritania and core
city; ironically, only one other statewide candidate in recent times has won with the same
coalition-Gerald Baliles, in his close race for
attorney general in 1981.

BLACK VOTING PATTERNS
With Douglas Wilder on the Democratic
ticket, many in both parties had expected a
massive bla-crturnout on election day. Yet
blacks comprised only about 14 percent of
the election-day voting population, down
slightly from the 15 percent level of 1981.
And, while the black turnout of 53.9 percent
in forty-four selected sample precincts was
marginally higher than the overall turnout
of 53.0 percent, this difference of only 0.9
percent in 1985 was considerably reduced
from the 2.6 percent differential registered in
1981 (when blacks proportionately outvoted
whites by a wide margin).
Blacks, then, exhibited nearly the same
degree of voter apathy as whites in 1985, and
the turnout decline from 1981 to 1985 was
even greater for blacks than for whites-all
this despite the presence of a black in the
statewide election of 1985 and the absence
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his threat to bolt the party and run as an
independent for the U.S. Senate in 1982a threat that forced moderate-conservative
Delegate Owen Pickett to withdraw as the
likely Democratic candid ate.
But once on the campaign trail, Wilder
overcame his difficulties. First, he put the
GOP on the defensive and made Republicans
reluctant to attack him by charging that their
use of the term "liberal" to describe him had
racial implications. Second, he took a nearly
4,OOO-mile trek by station wagon through
rural and small-town Virginia, in an attempt
to meet the white voters supposedly most
resistant to a black candidacy. An enormous
amount of free, favorable publicity in local
and statewide media was generated along the
way. Third, Wilder adopted a relaxed, sedate
campaign style that belied his earlier repuis smooth, direct
a ion as a fi e rand.
delivery made him perhaps the best television
personality of the six statewide candidates in
1985. In that, he had a decisive edge over
John Chichester, whose television performances were often stiff, uneasy, and inarticulate.
Fourth, Wilder cleverly shaved the liberal
edges of his public record, instead focusing
on his legislative achievements, his Korean
War record, and the patriotic virtues and
moderate-conservative Virginia values he
claimed to possess. Fifth, much as his gubernatorial ticketmate did, Wilder carefully conserved his resources, paying only a skeletal
staff in order to purchase as much television
advertising time as possible. Parallelling the
top contest, Wilder outspent his opponent by
about 2.5-to-l on television (despite Chichester's lead in overall fundraising). The ad most
frequently aired for Wilder featured a rural
white sheriff's deputy with a Southside drawl
endorsing the Democrat-a memorable spot
that helped to neutralize GOP charges that
Wilder had not been tough enough on "law
and order" issues. More generally, of course,
Wilder was also the beneficiary of Robb's
popularity an , on election day, of Baliles'
arge margin
victory. Lastly, Wilder enjoyed a remarkably positive press, and he was
the editorial choice of most of the large
circulation newspapers.
For all of the strengths of Wilder's campaign, he still arguably would not have won,
considering his liabilities, if he had faced an
able, mainstream opponent who could have
run a strong campaign. In John Chichester,
howe~er, Wilder had a foe who unwittingly
contnbuted to the Democrat's upset. For the
first two months of his general eler.tion campaign, Chichester seemed to follow the errant
advice he had been given by a number of
high-ranking Republicans: lay low, say nothing controversial, and be graceful in inevitable
victory. l!nderestimating his shrewd opponent was Just Chichester's initial error. Once

Wilder began to gain ground and Chichester
began to fight, the Republican made a series
of tactical mistakes. He dramatically reduced
the potential usefulness to him of Wilder's
past liberal votes on criminal ju tice issues
by claiming that Wilder had "the criminal's
interests at heart"-a rhetorical overstatement that caused a backlash. Similarly, his
running of newspaper advertisements that
suggested Wilder was "soft" on spousal abuse
seemed almost comically harsh. At the same
time, Chichester failed to make wide use of
legitimate issues at his disposal (such as
Wilder's late payment of taxes) that would
have proven far more effective and were
irrefutable. Certainly, Chichester suffered
from a critical and unfriendly press throughout his campaign, but in the final analysis
that is only part of the story. Overconfidence
followed by incompetence contributed mightily to Chichester's defeat.
The contest for attorney general is the
easiest to analyze. Mary Sue Terry simply
started earlier and labored much harder and
longer than her opponent: By the time her
Republican opponent William "Buster"
O'Brien had received his party's nomination
and started to work seriously on his general
election campaign, Terry had already accumulated a half million dollars and had visited
virtually every major financier and political
powerbroker in the state, securing support
and money from most of them. Terry constructed the broadest coalition of all; for
instance, the Richmond Times-Dispatch,
which backed the other two Republicans
editorially, refused to endorse O'Brien and
instead commended both candidates to its
readers. Moreover, Terry had followed a
careful, calculated path during her political
career, and there was almost nothing unpopular or controversial in her record for O'Brien
to find and use. Terry's sex, much like Wilder's
race, actually was an advantage rather than
a disadvantage in the end. The novelty attracted more free coverage than might otherwise have been given a candidate for attorney
general, and the vast majority of Terry's news
coverage was favorable-"extraordinarily
positive" for a candidate, as one prominent
newspaper editor noted. 1O Terry's sex (like
Wilder's race) also may have shielded the
candidate from certain kinds of attacks and
O'Brien's limited attempts to capitalize o~ her
gender and her single status fell flat (or may
even have backfired).
All in all, nothing proved so important as
Terry's financial edge. She was the only

10 William H. Wood of the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot in his postelection piece, "Buster O'Brien Picks Up the Pieces after a Long,
Disappointing Race," Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, Nov. 16, 1985, p.
A-IO.

Democrat to outspend her Republican opponent by a large margin, and O'Brien was
outshown in television advertising by a ratio
of about 3-to-1. Of the four candidates for
lieutenant governor and attorney general,
Terry's ads were seen and recalled most
frequently. By campaign's end, 43 percent
remembered having watched Terry's commercials, compared to just 18 percent for
O'Brien. 11

CONCLUDING REMARKS
With apologies to those who believe in
predestination, elections are not foreordained
to end in victory for one particular candidate
or party. Unpredictable events and circumstances along the way can change the political
calculus almost week by week, and the candidate who is a long shot at a campaign's
outset can become the winner on election day
(as Douglas Wilder proved for all to see).
In the most general terms, the Democrats
won in 1985 for the most fundamental reason:
they ran more experienced and better-tested
candidates who conducted better campaigns.
But better candidates and better campaigns
are sometimes not enough-and it is easy to
imagine circumstances that might have reversed the outcome in one or more races.
If Lieutenant Governor Dick Davis had not
been so magnanimous and had decided to
carry his intraparty challenge to Baliles into
a bruising convention fight, could Baliles
(assuming he would have won the nomination
in the end) have pieced the Democratic party
together again for the fall election? If Davis
had secured the nomination, would a Davis
ticket have appeared too liberal to the general
electorate? If the agile, politically savvy Marshall Coleman had won the GOP nomination
for lieutenant governor instead of Chichester,
would he have beaten Wilder? And if the GOP
ticket-even as actually constituted-had focused early on the weaknesses of the Democratic ticket, and had attacked them vigorously and steadily, might the Republicans
have won at least one of three races? These
queries are unanswerable teasers, certainly,
but they also suggest the course of events
that might have been.
History as it actually unfolded has other
lessons, however. The second straight Democratic sweep of statewide offices marks the
coming of age of the new Democratic partya moderate party forged in the wilderness of
twelve fruitless years, a party that has turned
away from liberal extremes and toward centrism, a party that once again is whole and

II Wilder's ads had a large but lesser lead over Chichester's38 percent to 22 percent. The gubernatorial candidates were nearly
even: 65 percent for Baliles, 62 percent for Durrette. All figures
are taken from a late October Richmond Times-Dispatch poll.
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These suspicions are confirmed by a comparison of the Republican vote of 1984 with
the 1985 GOP vote. In the 520 Virginia
precincts where Ronald Reagan garnered 70
percent or more of the vote in the 1984
presidential election, the decline in turnout
between 1984 and 1985 was 25.8 percent. But
in the 106 precincts where Walter Mondale
received at least 70 percent of the vote, the
turnout fall-off was just 21.3 percent. This
4.5 percent differential in turnout decline, if
projected statewide, suggests that if GOP
voters had turned out to vote in 1985 in the
same proportion as in 1984, with the turnout
at the expected level of 1.63 million, then
73,350 net additional GOP voters would have
shown up at the polls on election day.6
Democrats would still have won the contests
for governor and attorney general with reduced margins, but the lieutenant governorship might well have been tipped to Republican John Chichester.?

A LANDMARK ELECTION
IN PERSPECTIVE
The irony of 1985 is that an election little
noted by an apathetic electorate will likely
be considered a landmark political event for
decades to come. But while the 1985 election
may be long remembered, how it will be
remembered is a question still unanswered.
There are those who will contend that the
election of the first black and the first woman
nominated by a major party in Virginia
history signalled a sharp departure from the
past, and that Virginia politics can never be
the same again. In one sense this assertion
cannot be disputed. Wilder's and Terry's successes open the door to nontraditional candidates for offices at all levels in Virginia,
just as their predecessors' elections in other
states have done. At the same time, Virginia
has not undergone a radical transformation
of philosophy. The state is still moderateconservative in ideology and relatively staid
in manner. Wilder and Terry were hardly
elected as liberals; to the contrary, both
strived to wrap themselves in traditional
Virginia values; both conducted sedate and
subdued campaigns; and both eagerly embraced the moderate-conservatism of Governor Robb and their ticket leader, Gerald
Baliles. Had the Republicans succeeded in
painting Wilder and Terry with liberal hues,
the election results might well have been
different.

6 That is, 161,675 additional

GOP voters and 88,325 additional
Democratic voters would have cast a ballot.

7 Baliles would have won with about 53 percent, and Terry with
59 percent. These calculations allow for both ballot fall-off and
GOP defections. Chichester would have received about 50.2
percent of the statewide vote to Wilder' 49.8 percent, again
allowing for ballot fall-off and GOP defections to Wilder.

In another important way, the 1985 election
served as a confirmation, not a repudiation,
of the past. Voters cannot predict the future,
particularly when no incumbent is running,
so they are left to judge the immediate past.
Just as voters nationally often choose presidents retrospectively-picking a candidate
based on their judgment of the success or
failure of the last administration-the Virginia electorate selected Gerald Baliles in
good measure because of Governor Robb's
achievements. Not only was Robb overwhelmingly popular, with approval ratings well
above 70 percent, but he managed to moderate Virginia's political culture over his four
years in office, winning widespread acceptance for the appointment of blacks and
women to high offices and thus helping to
pave the way for Wilder's and Terry's bids.
Robb also blunted one of the GOP's best
and often used anti-Democrat issue by running a tight-fisted, fiscally conservative administration. Both socially progressive and
financially sound, Robb's four years were
firmly rooted in mainstream values; and Robb
himself was ideologically and personally
tailor-made for the modem Virginia electorate, which increasingly is concentrated in
burgeoning, sophisticated, cosmopolitan suburban centers.
Robb's presence in the campaign was enhanced by the Democrats' selection of Gerald
Baliles. Unlike Dick Davis, his major contender for the Democratic nomination-who
is a gregarious, rough-and-ready, independent-minded, and more liberal politicianBaliles is in many ways a Robb look-alike:
careful and cautious to a fault, quiet and calm
of manner, articulate and lawyer-like, suburban-polished and conservatively tailored.
Baliles appeared to be the perfect surrogate
for Robb, and the voters made a credible
assumption that a vote for Baliles was a vote
for more of the same. On election day fully
48 percent of those who cast a ballot for
Baliles admitted that they voted for him
"primarily because [they] approve[d] of the
job performance of fellow Democrat Charles
Robb as Governor for the last four years."8
Certainly, though, Robb was not the only
major factor at work in producing the Democratic sweep. Each of the races had its own
dynamics. In the gubernatorial contest, a
fundamental strategic miscalculation by
Wyatt Durrette made much of his effort futile.
Fooled by the early polls that suggested he
and Baliles were locked in a nip-and-tuck
battle, Durrette undertook a play-it-safe, positive, and upbeat campaign more suited to

8 From the Mason-Dixon exit poll cited earlier.

an incumbent. 9 In reality, it was Baliles who
was the quasi-incumbent, both because he
was the crown prince of the Robb regime
and because he had defeated Durrette in their
1981 match-up for attorney general. Most
political consultants agree that, absent a scandal in the incumbent's midst, about the only
way for a challenger to defeat an incumbent
is by an aggressive, relentless, attack-oriented
effort. Yet it was "challenger" Durrette who
was on the defensive for mo t of a remarkably
quiescent campaign, and "incumbent' Baliles
who was almost constantly on the attack.
Durrette was kept off-balance not only by
Baliles but also by a strife-torn and factionridden Republican party, whose byzantine
politics extended into the Durrette campaign
staff itself. With the staff swollen to an
unhealthy size-at least sixty-one at one
point-internal and external leaks of campaign dispu e and documents became commonplace, taking the spotlight off Durrette's
issues and leaving the impression of a candidate who could not put his own house in
order. Baliles' campaign, by contrast, was run
by a much smaller staff, and every available
dollar was husbanded for media advertising.
Even though Baliles and Durrette raised and
spent approximately the same amount of
money, Baliles outspent his opponent by
about 2-to-l in television advertising, going
on the air a full three weeks earlier and
shaping voters' critical early impressions of
two little-known gubernatorial contenders.
Finally, as any honest candidate or campaign
manager would admit, a little (or a lot of)
luck is an essential ingredient in a winning
campaign. Not a single major campaign event
broke Durrette's way; he even lost every coin
toss used to determine the order of speakers
at debates and joint appearances.
In the race for lieutenant governor, luck
and skill were much in evidence. Douglas
Wilder had once been a long shot virtually
written off by most leaders of his own party,
and his campaign threaded the eye of a needle.
At the outset Wllder's perceived handicaps
were many: his race, his liberal record on
many social issues during flfteen years in the
state Senate, and some personal problems
(including a reprimand by the state Supreme
Court for poor representation of a client,
repeated late payment of taxes, and building
code violations on some of his Richmond
property). Resentment also lingered in some
quarters of the Democratic party because of

9 These polls simply reflected the balance of party identification
existing in Virginia in the campaign of 1985, which gave RepUblicans parity with Democrats (or even a slight lead) in the affections
of Virginia voters. (A late October Richmond TImes-Dispatch poll,
for instance, found that the GOP had a 45 percent to 40 percent
advantage.) Neither Baliles nor Durrette was well known before
the fall campaign. so early polls merely mirrored respondents'
underlying partisan leanings.
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of one in 1981. erhaps this should not be
so surpnSlng in light of Douglas Wilder's
"broad net" strategy. Wilder campaigned not
as a Jesse Jackson, concentrating his time
and attention on the black community, but
rather as a Tom Bradley (the Los Angeles
mayor)-a mainstream black candidate
widely acceptable to whites. The success of
Wilder's strategy is clearly reflected in the 44
percent of the white vote he secured; the lesser
cost of such a strategy may have been reduced
enthusiasm in the black community, resulting
in a paltry turnout.
Among blacks who did get to the polls,
there was certainly no lack of enthusiasm for
Wilder and his Democratic ticketmates.
Wilder received 96.6 percent of the votes cast
by blacks in forty-four selected black precincts-a slightly better showing than the 96.4
percent garnered by Robb in 1981. Wilder's
fellow Democrats did nearly as well. Republican gubernatorial candidate Wyatt Durrette
made a concerted effort during his campaign
to attract black votes, yet it hardly showed
in the results, with Baliles taking 94.1 percent
of the votes in the sample black precincts.
Terry ran slightly better than Baliles and
slightly worse than Wilder, winning 95.6 percent of the black precinct votes. Overall,
Republican John Chichester's 3.4 percent of
the black votes is one of the lowest on record,
lessened or tied only by U.S. Senator Harry
F. Byrd, Jr., in 1976 (3.0 percent) and GOP
presidential nominees Barry Goldwater in
1964(2.6 percent) and Ronald Reagan in 1980
(3.4 percent).
Blacks who went to the polls in 1985 also
recognized the historical significance of
Wilder's candidacy in far greater numbers
than whites. When a statewide sample of
voters leaving the polling places on election
day was asked, "Are you aware of anything
historically significant about this year's Virginia state election?", 46 percent of blacks
mentioned Wilder's unique status, compared
to just 27 percent of the whites. 3 By contrast,
whites and black were nearer equally aware
of the barrier Mary Sue Terry was attempting
to break; 26 percent of the whites and 31
percent of the blacks volunteered information
about Terry's status.

the polls cast a ballot for lieutenant governor,
compared to 91.6 percent who voted for
governor and 89.5 percent who voted for
attorney general. This is a reversal of the usual
pattern; more black (and white) voters usually
cast a ballot for governor than for any other
state office.
Ballot fall-off-the tendency of voters to
vote for top offices while abstaining from
contests lower down on the ballot-is chronically high among black voters. Even in the
lieutenant governor's contest in 1985, a larger
percentage of the general voting population
cast a ballot than did black voters. Among
the entire voting population (black and
white), 97.5 percent voted for governor, 95.9
percent for lieutenant governor, and 96.3
percent for attorney genera1. 4 White voters,
then, were much more likely than blacks to
vote in all three statewide contests. Even so,
ballot fall-off for both black and white voters
was actually lower for lieutenant governor
and attorney general in 1985 than in the last
two statewide elections. This finding suggests
that the unusual degree of publicity accompanying the campaigns of Wilder and Terry
did indeed increase participation in those
lower ballot contests among voters who went
to the polls-even though the two campaigns
and the extra press coverage given them were
not sufficient to increase overall voter turnout
on election day.
The low voter turnout may have been far
more attributable to the relatively lackluster
race for governor, which featured two rather
subdued white male suburban lawyers with
seemingly similar positions on many major
issues. In fact, while voter participation in
the No. 2 and No. 3 races increased, it was
down in the governor's contest. A smaller
proportion of all voters pulled a gubernatorial
lever in 1985 than in the two previous elections, while higher proportions voted for
lieutenant governor and attorney general. In
black precincts, the 91.6 percent that voted
for governor in 1985 was down from 97.6
percent in 1977 and 97.0 percent in 1981.

VOTER TURNOUT: ONE KEY TO
THE ELECTION

The importance that voting blacks attached
to Wilder's candidacy can be measured in one
other way. Blacks were more likely to vote
in the lieutenant governor's contest than in
either of the other two statewide races. Referring again to the selected black precincts,
94.2 percent of all black voters who went to

Only rarely does a political scientist find
an election statistic that startles. But such is
the case with voter turnout in 1985. Despite
the novelty and the drama of a campaign
featuring both a black and a woman, and
despite the record spending in all three statewide races, a precipitous drop in voter turnout
was recorded. Only 53.0 percent of the registered population and 32.2 percent of the

3 This exit poll of ),7) 5 voters interviewed as they left their polling
places on election day was taken by Mason-Dixon Opinion
Research, Inc. The margin of error is ± 3 percent. Respondents
were not "coached" in any way, and 66 percent (69 percent of
the whites and 5) percent of the blacks) could not, in fact, name
anything historically significant about the election.

4 The attorney general's contest drew more ballots than the
lieutenant governor's race, also unusual though not unprecedented.
(It has happened once before in recent history, in 1973 when
Andrew P. Miller won his second term.)

potential voting population (those aged 18
and older) participated in the 1985 election,
compared to 64.9 percent of the registered
voters and 37.3 percent of the potential voting
population in the previous gubernatorial election . For the first time since 1961, an absolute
decline occurred in the number of Virginians
voting from one gubernatorial election to the
next; in spite of a growth exceeding 400,000
in the potential voting population from 1981
to 1985, 60,000 fewer voters showed up at
the polls in 1985 than in 1981.
Based on past turnouts, about 1.63 million
voters could have been expected to come to
the polls in 1985-yet only 1.38 million did
so. Who were the "missing" 250,000 voters,
and could their absence have changed the
outcome in any of the three races? No firm
conclusions can be reached using only aggregate voting data, but a careful examination
of voting patterns on election day suggests
some tentative answers. s
Certainly, floods and heavy rain in some
parts of Virginia on election day contributed
to the low turnout. Three congressional districts-the Roanoke-area Sixth, the Southwest Ninth, and the Piedmont Seventh-were
particularly hard hit, and their turnouts
ranked among the lowest in the state. Yet
Northern Virginia's two congressional districts (the Eighth and the Tenth) recorded
dropoffs nearly equal to the devastated areas,
despite being relatively unaffected by the bad
weather. Weather alone, then, can explain
only part of the decline in turnout. And of
course, inclement conditions influence voters
in the same locality in different ways; rain
might discourage some less enthusiastic voters
more easily than those strongly committed
to their candidates.
Some pieces of the turnout puzzle are
already in place. The turnout in the relatively
more Republican suburbs dropped in 1985
compared with 1984, while the heavily Democratic central cities provided a greater proportion of the state vote total in 1985 than
1984. Also, black voters, while not participating at the high expected rate, still cast
ballots at a slightly higher level than white
voters in 1985. In 1984, in contrast, white
turnout exceeded black turnout proportionately by at least 10 percentage points. These
trends alone suggest that Democrats were
better able to motivate their partisans in 1985,
and that Republicans had trouble generating
excitement among their natural supporters.
(Pre-election surveys revealed much the same,
with Democratic respondents expressing
much stronger support for their party's nominees than did GOP respondents for theirs.)

5 I am indebted to my political science colleague at the Univers~ty
of Virginia, Steven E. Finkel, for his invaluable assistance With
the statistical analysis contained in this section.
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financially healthy rather than splintered and
broke. For two-party competition to
strengthen, however, the Republican party
must halt and reverse its recent decline, much
as the Democrats did in the early 1980s. Just
as the need for party renewal and regeneration
has passed from Democrats to Republicans,
so too must the "recipe for recovery" first
proposed for Democrats in the pages of an
earlier volume of Virginia Votes. 12 There are
four main ingredients in this recipe, now
revised and concocted for a GOP intent on
recapturing statewide offices.
1. Republicans must nominate moderateconservative, mainstream candidates who
have suburban appeal and can use the medium of television well. Too often Republicans
have assumed that nominating more conservative candidates than the Democrats, in and
of itself, is enough. First of all, Virginians
are not far to the right 0 center~ they are
slightly to the right of it~ the term "moderate
conservative" best describes the ideological
midpoint in an Old Dominion that is conservative both fiscally and culturally, yet
socially modern and even progressive in some
ways.
The GOP should also take note that suburban voters are merely receptive to Republican philosophy~ they are not enraptured by
it. The suburbs are owned by no one, and
they will generally lean toward candidates
who are attractive, personable, and communicate effectively through the difficult medium
12 See the author's Virginia Votes /979-/982, (Charlottesville:
Institute of Government, University of Virginia, 1983), pp. 5254.

of television. The ideologue in a party looks
only to the candidate's views on litmus-test
issues; the pragmatist who cares about winning has other items on his checklist-and
foremost among them should be suburban
palatability and televised appeal.
2. Republicans must reduce factionalism.
During the 1970s, it was the Democrats who
suffered from a "majority mentality"-a belief
that as the majority party they had the luxury
of fighting among themselves while still emerging triumphant on election day. Twelve years
of electoral disaster cured Democrats of the
ailment (or at least sent it into remission).
But twelve years of victories for the GOP
converted its useful "minority mentality"the attitude that, as a minority, the party had
to remain unified to win-into the damaging
opposite. Since 1980 Virginia Republicans
appear to have forgotten the essential element
of winning elections in the United tates:
building coalitions. In 1981 the GOP excluded all "Old Guard" representatives from
its ticket, and it lost; in 1985 all "Mountain
Valley" representatives were purged, and the
ticket lost again. A grand coalition for the
Grand Old Party is a basic ingredient of
restoration.
3. Republicans must restore parity in their
campaign organization, fund-raising, and
technology. It. is rather incredible that the
Virginia GOP finds itself falling behind on
this score, considering the long lead it once
enjoyed over state Democrats. But the evidence was everywhere in 1985: a deteriorating
and much less effective state phone bank
operation, bloated campaign staffs eating up
resources better spent elsewhere, Republican

candidates greatly outspent on television, and
so on.
4. Republicans must provide a "loyal opposition" worthy of the name during the entire
life of a Democratic administration, not just
at election time. Charles Robb had four
virtually criticism-free years as governor, and
the GOP made no organized attempt to offer
alternatives to his policies. Having governed
essentially unopposed, and well, for four
years, Robb had accumulated from voters an
enormous reservoir of goodwill, which he put
to use for his party's candidates. The GOP,
by contrast, had accumulated nothing, and
all too late it attempted to demolish the sturdy
house that Robb had built. No governoror any official, for that matter-should be
given a free ride during his or her term of
office. In a democracy a loyal opposition has
an obligation to do better than the Republican party in Virginia has done-and the
irony is that doing the right thing for democracy will also pay dividends to the party
at election time. 13
If Republicans learn the lessons born of
defeat, then the 1985 election will yield more
historically than the election of the first black
and first woman to statewide office. Virginia
can lead the South in two ways: in standing
for full and equal opportunity in electoral
politics, and in providing and promoting
healthy, vigorous, two-party competition at
every level of government.
13 In fairness to the Republicans, the Democrat do much the
same thing, and most Republican U.S. senators and repre entatives
receive the same free ride during their terms. It is one reason
why Democrats have such trouble dislodging incumbent Republican congressmen.
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